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TNEMEC IMPLEMENTS REPORTS WAND AS  
COST-EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO ORACLE 
DISCOVERER AND BI SUITE 

Tnemec, a Missouri-based manufacturer of architectural and 
industrial coatings, faced a steep learning curve as it transitioned 
to Oracle, particularly when creating reports using standard Oracle 
tools. Complicating this situation was Oracle’s decision to phase  out 
its Discoverer reporting product and roll that functionality into its 
more costly and complex Business Intelligence (BI) Suite. 

In addition to avoiding the expense and training for a BI system 
implementation, Tnemec also wanted to avoid exports of static 
data to Microsoft Excel for reporting as had also been required in 
 Discoverer. Tnemec turned to Reports Wand from Excel4apps,  
an intuitive, cost-e�ective Excel-based reporting alternative to 
 Oracle Discoverer and the BI Suite that accesses live data throughout 
the Oracle E-Business Suite. It found Reports Wand builds reports 
from a range of modules via an Excel interface, while allowing the 
company to capitalize on existing user expertise with Excel.  
Reports Wand now functions as the company’s primary BI tool.

Shifting Smoothly to Reports Wand
In preparation for the shift to Oracle order-to-cash modules,  
Tnemec worked in a Reports Wand test environment in late 2012 to 
create the necessary queries before the January 2013 go-live date. 
Ken Lloyd, Operations Controller for Tnemec, worked with  various 
departments to establish how their reports should appear and then 
determined the Oracle tables to access. Next, either Michael Alkire, 
Tnemec’s Applications Operations Manager, would create an SQL 
statement for the Reports Wand workbook to use in pulling in 
 specified data, or Lloyd would create the SQL using Toad for  
Data Analysts.

Alkire says the process for creating these highly tailored reports 
in Reports Wand was simple, with perhaps the biggest challenge 
 coming from the end users, who often changed requirements after 
seeing what Reports Wand could put at their fingertips.

Supporting Oracle Expansion with Reports Wand
With the addition of the Oracle modules for order-to-cash processes 
in 2013, about 70 percent of Tnemec now runs on the ERP system. 
Only manufacturing and part of purchasing remain on the  
legacy AS400. 

Outside of the corporate o¤ce, Tnemec primarily uses Reports 
Wand to manage shipping and inventory operations at its domestic 
distribution centers through an Excel workbook. This workbook 
contains live ERP system data regarding what workers are picking 

for the day, what has to ship, and what is on hold. It has been a big 
hit, as it “provides real-time Oracle data that shipping clerks can 
refresh whenever needed,” said Lloyd.

In addition to Reports Wand’s shipping and inventory application, 
Tnemec’s Sales and Marketing departments use the tool for sales 
reporting. Other queries converted to Reports Wand are reports  
for Accounts Payable Distributions, Perpetual Inventory,  
Expired  Inventory, Cycle Count, Material Transactions, Physical 
Inventory Tags, Variance Reports, General Ledger Account Balances, 
General Ledger Journal Lines and General Ledger Chart of Accounts. 

A Viable BI Alternative
The real-time data from Reports Wand is always up to date 
immediately after adjustments are posted. This convenience leaves 
more time for analysis—instead of unnecessary busy work like 
cutting and pasting—leading up to the reporting deadline.

“It’s an intelligence tool because it is helping us do what we want 
to do the way our company wants to do it,” said Alkire. “We are 
leveraging the existing knowledge and skills of our sta�.”

Now that Tnemec is phasing out internal support for Discoverer,  
it is converting all Discoverer queries to Reports Wand or GL Wand, 
another Excel4apps’ tool used to access Oracle Financials. In the 
future, Reports Wand will be used for reporting when manufacturing 
implements the Inventory module, meaning all Tnemec business 
processes are running via Oracle. u

Excel4apps is a provider of Excel-based reporting, inquiry and  
budget uploading solutions for Oracle. Contact Chris at  
chris.meyer@excel4apps.com or visit www.excel4apps.com/oracle to  
access a free trial of the Reports Wand and GL Wand solutions today.

Excel4apps is a 2015 OAUG Star Partner

CHRIS MEYER, PRESIDENT – AMERICAS & EUROPE, EXCEL4APPS
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